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Summer: For Many a Time for Learning
f you think all Williams students take a vacation from

I

One student, Thomas Zimmerman ’06, got to plan, film

learning during the summer, you are mistaken. Indeed,

and edit a documentary on the Estonian National Song

learning has broken through the traditional barriers of

Festival. “This project,” he says, “gave me an unprecedented

the academic calendar.
Here on campus, more than 200 Williams students were
in residence this past summer to work on research projects

opportunity to explore both my interest in filmmaking and
[a] culture that is different from our own in many ways.”
Rachel Berlin ’05 interned at the American Foreign Policy

with professors. Most of them were engaged with well-

Council Asia-Pacific Initiative in Washington, D.C., using her

established programs in the sciences and math; the rest

“language skills, travel experience and personal interests” to

pursued more recent opportunities in the humanities and

monitor daily events in Asia “with a focus on democracy

social sciences. Twenty students were Mellon Mays

movements and humanitarian issues,” she says. “My

Undergraduate Fellows or Williams College Undergraduate

summer has intensified my desire to continue to focus my

Research Fellows, which, in the words of the Mellon Mays

studies and my career in Asia.”

program description, are designed to increase “the number

Meanwhile, Rosemary Kendrick ’05 was in Washington,

of highly qualified candidates for PhDs in core fields within

D.C., conducting research at the American Enterprise

the arts and sciences who come from historically underrep-

Institute. “I loved working on educational policy,” she

resented groups.”

says. “For many years I have worked in education on a

Further afield, 22 students used Williams summer travel

smaller scale … so this summer presented an excellent

fellowships, most of them sponsored by alumni, to pursue

opportunity to learn more about the larger framework of

intellectual interests around the globe.

educational issues as well as the government’s role in

For instance, Timothy Crawley ’05 says the Tibetan

educational reform.”

thangka paintings he studied in Dharamsala were “incredi-

Alan Cordova ’06 found work at Newsweek’s Mexico

ble,” but even more powerful were his experiences with the

City bureau. His take: “The internship … complemented my

people of India. “India is a land that breaks your heart and

Williams education. I could directly apply concepts I learned

renews it again every minute you are there,” he says. “It left

in political science … to explain the political and cultural

me changed forever in the way I see humanity.”

issues that currently face Mexicans. My work allowed me to

Ila Sheren ’05 spent the summer analyzing contemporary

explore the interactions between politics and culture

architecture in Poland and the Czech Republic and how it

(specifically religion and other sources of values), which is

reflects those countries’ emergence from their recent history

my primary academic interest.”

in the Soviet Bloc and into their future in the European Union.
An untold number of students each year pursue summer

Alumni and parents made envious by these stories, as I
am, can share in them vicariously by helping students locate

internships to explore fields in which their intellectual pas-

internships that fit their academic and personal needs. If you

sions and job skills might intersect. More than 90 of them

think you may be able to help a student find the right oppor-

benefited last summer from College programs, funded by

tunity, please contact Fatma Kassamali, director of career

alumni, that support experiences in fields where paid intern-

counseling, at 413.597.2311 or fkassamali@williams.edu.

ships don’t exist: the arts, government and journalism, along
with community service and other nonprofit organizations.
This Alumni Review’s Faculty in Focus describes one such
opportunity in South Africa.
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MCC Celebrates 15 Years
keynote address by

A

Fall Guest Speaker Roster Shines

T

Carol Moseley Braun

and a performance by vio-

he fall semester brought a series of timely talks and debates that included a roster of speakers
considered by many to be the most impressive group to visit the College in years.

A conversation with Howard Dean, former Vermont governor and Democratic presidential hopeful,

linist Daniel Bernard

moderated by Stephen Frazier ’74 of CNN’s Headline News, drew a standing-room-only crowd to

Roumain were among the

Chapin Hall. Other speakers included

events celebrating the

Paul Krugman, a Princeton economist

Multicultural Center’s 15th

and New York Times columnist, who
America?”; Dinesh D’Souza, the Robert

first black woman to serve

and Karen Rishwain Scholar at the

in the U.S. Senate, ran for

Hoover Institution at Stanford University,

the 2004 Democratic pres-

who squared off against Williams politi-

idential nomination. She

cal science professor George Marcus in

was only the fourth

the debate “Bush or Kerry?”; Thomas

African American elected

Kean, chairman of the 9-11 Commission,

to the Senate, where she

president of Drew University and former

served from 1992-98, and

New Jersey governor, who discussed

she was U.S. ambassador

“Lessons Learned: September 11 and

to New Zealand under
President Bill Clinton.

9-11 Commission Chair Thomas Kean with Williams students

the War on Terrorism”; and Salman
Daniel Bernard Roumain

Rushdie, author and public intellectual,

Roumain is a multi-instrumentalist and composer

who lectured on “Security or Freedom?”

whose repertoire ranges from classical to hip hop. He has

Dick Morris, former adviser to President

collaborated on new work with artists such as John Fleck,

Bill Clinton, and Jeb Magruder ’58, a

Philip Glass and DJ Spooky.

former special assistant to Richard

Other MCC activities included panels on multiculturalism on campus and in the curriculum, performances by

Nixon, were scheduled for talks in late

For more information on MCC and its anniversary,
visit www.williams.edu/MCC.

Salman Rushdie

November and early December, respectively.

Kusika and Zambezi and a reunion for Mellon Mays
Undergraduate and Williams Undergraduate fellows.

Nicholas Whitman

Moseley Braun, the

discussed “What’s the Matter with
Carol Moseley Braun

Nicholas Whitman

anniversary Nov. 3-6.

The fall events were organized and sponsored by a variety of College departments, programs and
organizations, including the Class of ’71 Public Affairs Forum, Gaudino Forum and the Lecture
Committee. For more information on guest speakers and events on campus, visit
www.williams.edu/admin/news/calendars.php, and click on the link for Williams Weekly Calendar.

1954 Sets Fund-Raising Record, “Passes the Baton”

H

aving set a 50th reunion gift record last June, the Class of 1954 “passed

Allan Fulkerson and Joe Rice—concentrated its efforts on creating an endow-

the baton” to the Class of 1955 in October at a celebratory dinner with

ment to support Williams’ signature tutorial program. More than 90 percent of

Williams President Morty Schapiro, continuing a tradition started in 1967 by
the 50th reunion class of 1917.
Last summer, the Class of 1954 announced its record-breaking $17.4 mil-

the class contributed to the 50th Reunion Fund.
The Class of 1955, meanwhile, spent a week in the Cotswolds last summer,
marking another tradition leading up to the 50th. Pass-the-Baton weekend, in

lion commitment during Reunion Weekend. The 50th Reunion Fund

which the previous year’s 50th class “hands off” a baton to the class about to

Committee—determined to set a record under the leadership of 1954’s

celebrate its 50th, was 1955’s last milestone before Reunion Weekend this June.
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Four Alumni Join Board of Trustees

T

he Williams College Board of Trustees welcomed four new
members at its October meeting: Barbara A. Austell ’75,

Stephen Harty ’73, Michael E. Reed ’75 and Robert G. Scott ’68.
Austell retired in January after seven years as senior VP of
finance and treasurer of ARAMARK Corp., a leading provider of

Barbara A. Austell

Stephen Harty

Michael E. Reed

Robert G. Scott

outsourced services to business, educational, health care and
governmental institutions and a major concessionaire at convention centers,

internship opportunities for African American, Latino and Native American

stadiums and parks. She began her career in investment banking with

youth. In October 1993, Reed received a Williams Bicentennial Medal.

J.P. Morgan in 1975 and was managing director there for seven years.
As Williams volunteers, Austell and her husband Rhett ’75 were vice chairs of

Reed is a member of the College’s Executive Committee of the Society of
Alumni, co-chairman of the Williams Black Alumni Network Steering

the Bergen County (N.J.) Special Gifts Committee during the Third Century

Committee, a regional admission representative, associate class agent and

Campaign and were admission regional assistant chairs. Austell served on the

member of the Sterling Brown Endowment Committee. He has been class VP

Executive Committee of the Society of Alumni from 2000-03 and is a class secretary.

and 25th reunion co-chair for the DC region. He was Williams’ assistant director

The Villanova, Pa., resident is a vice chair of the Pennsylvania Ballet and a

of admission and alumni relations after receiving a graduate degree in educa-

director of the Mann Center for the Performing Arts. She and Rhett have two

tion psychology from Howard University. He and his wife Pamela have two chil-

children, Katy ’03 and Rhett. Austell will serve a five-year term as trustee.

dren, Michael and Lauren. Reed will serve a five-year term as alumni trustee.

Harty has more than 20 years of experience in advertising, most recently with

Scott was named managing director of Morgan Stanley in 1979 and later

The Plus Consulting Group. He was president and co-founder of Merkley Newman

headed its worldwide banking division. He was executive VP and chief financial

Harty agency and previously was executive VP and director of client services for

officer of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter in 1997 and was instrumental in the

Ogilvy & Mather. In 1983 he was a White House Fellow, serving as special

merger of the two companies that year. He retired as president and chief oper-

assistant to then FBI Director William Webster. Harty has a master’s in public and

ating officer of Morgan Stanley & Co. in November 2003. He has an MBA from

private management from Yale.

Stanford and is a member of its graduate school’s advisory council. Stanford

He has served Williams as president and VP of the Society of Alumni, chairman of the Alumni Fund, class agent and president of his class. He was

presented him with an Excellence in Leadership award earlier this year.
At Williams, Scott has been his class’s treasurer, associate agent and a mem-

involved with the Third Century Campaign as a member of the Bicentennial

ber of the 25th Reunion Fund Committee. He endowed the Robert G. Scott

Commission and as a vice chair of the Manhattan II Special Gifts Committee.

Professorship, held by Stephen Fix, professor of English.

Harty is a former board member of the Williamstown Theatre Festival. He

Scott and his wife Karen live in New York and have five children:

chaired the Yale School of Management Alumni Fund from 1981-87 and won

Matthew ’94, Jessica, Megan, Jason and Laura. Scott will serve a five-year term

its Chairman’s Award. He has been a director of Childhope USA, Photographers

as Williams trustee.

+ Friends United Against AIDS, the Metropolitan New York Rugby Union and
Eisner Interactive. He and his wife Cate live in Irvington, N.Y., and have four

WCMA WANTS YOUR ART!

daughters: Alice, Julia, Elizabeth and Caroline. Harty was named to a five-year

The Williams College Museum of Art is seeking artwork for its

term as Williams trustee.

fourth ever Williams Alumni Loan Exhibition, celebrating the

In 2002, Reed of Silver Spring, Md., founded a private consulting firm that

museum’s 80th anniversary in 2006. The museum plans to exhibit

creates more inclusive work environments through leadership training and exec-

works in all media from all periods of art history from alumni,

utive coaching. He previously was a partner and VP at Cook Ross Inc., where he

family members and friends of the College. For more

advised on promoting diversity recruitment in the workforce. From 1989-99, he

information, contact curator Vivian Patterson ’77, MA ’80, at

was managing director, area manager and regional VP of INROADS, forging

413.597.2457 or vivian.l.patterson@williams.edu.
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McAllister Named Gaudino Scholar
ames McAllister, associate pro-

J

McAllister is currently researching

fessor of political science and

American foreign policy during the

M

chair of the Leadership Studies

Vietnam War. He is active in public

received Bicentennial Medals for 2004. Pictured here

Program, will be Gaudino Scholar

lectures, debates and forums on

with Jill Stephens ’77, president of the Society of Alumni

for 2004-06. He succeeds sociolo-

topics ranging from “Adolph Hitler

(front row, second from left) and Williams President

gist Robert Jackall.

and the Struggle for World

Morty Schapiro (to her left) are: (clockwise, from back

Domination” to “National Security

row, left) Clarence Otis Jr. ’77, who, after successful

and the 2004 Presidential

careers in law and finance, was named CEO of the $5 bil-

Election.”

lion Darden Restaurants, the world’s largest casual dining

Since coming to Williams in
1997, McAllister has taught
courses including “American

James McAllister

Hegemony and the Future of the International

McAllister received a bachelor’s degree

embers of the Williams community gathered in
Chapin Hall Sept. 11 to celebrate five alumni who

company (he attended Williams at the encouragement of

System,” “America and the Cold War,” “The

from the State University of New York at

fellow medalist Felix T. Grossman ’56); Kevin H.

Causes of War,” and “America and the World

Buffalo in 1988 and a Ph.D. from Columbia

White ’52, mayor of Boston from 1968 to 1983, credited

after September 11.”

University in 1999.

with revitalizing the struggling city and setting a national

He is the recipient of numerous fellowships

The Robert L. Gaudino Memorial Fund,

example of how cities could be reborn; Richard C.

and grants, including an Oakley Fellowship,

established in memory of Professor Gaudino’s

Repp ’57, prominent scholar of the history of Turkey dur-

Lyndon Baines Johnson Travel Grant, John Olin

profound impact on his students, has made a

ing the Ottoman period and a leading administrator at

Fellowship and Columbia University President’s

distinctive contribution to Williams and

the University of Oxford; Sonia L. Nazario ’82, award-

Fellowship. His scholarly writings on American

complements the primary objectives of the

winning journalist with the Los Angeles Times who won

foreign policy include, most recently, “The Lost

College’s educational mission: promoting

a Pulitzer Prize in 2003; and Felix T. Grossman ’56,

Revolution: Edward Lansdale and the

active learning, combating fragmentation of

world champion master diver, lawyer and founder of Felix

American Defeat in Vietnam, 1964-1968,”

knowledge and assembling an open commu-

Ventures, which provides leadership training and wilder-

and “‘A Fiasco of Noble Proportions’: The

nity of learning characterized by integrity,

ness experiences for inner-city Los Angeles high school

Johnson Administration and the South

mutual respect and rigorous intellectual

students. Established in 1993 on the College’s 200th

Vietnamese elections of 1967.”

endeavor. Michael Morfit ’68 and John

anniversary, Bicentennial Medals are presented each year

Neikirk ’73 are co-chairmen of the Gaudino

to members of the Williams community for distinguished

Fund trustees.

achievement in any field of endeavor.

The author of No Exit: America and the
German Problem, 1943-54 (Cornell, 2002),

College, Clark Receive Major Gifts from Burrows Estates

W

illiams and the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute each have received

relationships with Williams, and their contribution will support the people at the

a major gift from the estates of Elizabeth H. and H. Morris Burrows ’31.

heart of the Williams enterprise—our faculty—generations into the future.”

The College’s $4.7 million share will support the H. Morris Burrows ’31

Henry Morris Burrows was a machinist with Fellows Gear Shaper Co. in

Memorial Fund, an endowment providing perpetual support for faculty salaries.

Springfield, Vt. He was an authority and collector of early automobiles and

The Clark received an $8.4 million monetary gift—the largest private donation it

shared his wife’s interest in American silver. The couple often passed through

has received since its founding in 1955—as well as the Burrows’ $4.8 million

Williamstown en route between their apartment in Summit, N.J., and their

collection of American silver, which has been on loan to the institute since 1975.

country home in Springfield. Mr. Burrows died in 1988; Mrs. Burrows died

“We are delighted and humbled by the Burrows family’s generosity,” says

in 2003.

Williams President Morty Schapiro. “This gift spans several generations in their
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WCMA’s Rothschild Receives Getty Grant
eborah Rothschild, senior curator of modern and contemporary art at the

r. Ishrat Husain (left), governor of the State Bank of Pakistan and a 1972

D

D

Curatorial Research Fellowship from the Getty Grant Program to pursue the

Gregg ’51, president and chairman of the board of The Korea Society, discuss

project “Gerald and Sarah Murphy and their Circle.”

“Global Challenges and the Role of Education: Multiple Perspectives” at a CDE

Williams College Museum of Art (WCMA), has been awarded a

Rothschild’s exhibition and catalog will examine how the Murphys inspired

graduate of Williams’ Center for Development Economics, and Donald

forum in October. The event also featured Eter Kvintradze, deputy minister of

creative friends who produced some of the most noteworthy literature, music

finance for Georgia and CDE ’99, and Mudunwazi Baloyi, South Africa’s

and art of the 20th century. The couple was the model for Dick and Nicole Diver

U.S. trade representative and CDE ’97. Since 1960, CDE has offered an inten-

in Fitzgerald’s Tender is the Night, as well as for books and short stories by

sive, one-year master’s degree for economists from emerging market countries.

Hemingway, MacLeish and others.
In addition to paintings by Gerald Murphy on loan from the Museum of
Modern Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art and the Dallas Museum of
Art, the exhibition will include works by Pablo Picasso, Fernand Léger and Man
Ray that were done for or of the Murphys.
Rothschild has curated several multimedia exhibitions for WCMA, including
2002’s Prelude to a Nightmare: Art, Politics, and Hitler’s Early Years. In 2000,
her Introjection: Tony Oursler, Mid-career Survey, 1976-1999 received firstplace from the International Association of Art Critics.

Campus-wide Initiatives on Diversity Launched

Reinhardt to Direct Oakley Center

A

s the new director of the Oakley Center for the
Humanities and Social Sciences, political scien-

tist Mark Reinhardt is charged with advancing its
mission as a forum for inter- and multidisciplinary
research for faculty and students. He succeeds psychology professor Robert Kavanaugh.
Reinhardt says he hopes to invigorate the center’s offerings this year and next and to re-evaluate

Mark Reinhardt

how its programming is structured.
resident Morty Schapiro has called on the Williams community to focus on

P

issues of diversity in the coming academic year.

Beginning with a meeting of campus administrators, faculty members and
students at Mount Hope Farm, Schapiro set in motion what the College hopes

Reinhardt came to Williams in 1989 and has taught courses in political and
democratic theory, public space, slavery and American political thought. He has
been central in developing the American studies program.
In 1999, he was named Robert L. Gaudino Scholar. A year later, he was

will be an intensive, yearlong “self study” on diversity, coordinated by a commit-

appointed chair of the American Studies concentration. He is author of The Art

tee headed by the president. The committee is based on the successful model of

of Being Free: Taking Liberties with Tocqueville, Marx (Cornell, 1997). He

the College’s 2000-01 strategic planning exercise, which brought together

co-edited and contributed an essay to the catalog Kara Walker: Narratives of a

members of standing faculty and student committees with senior staff to evalu-

Negress, a New York Times Notable Art Book for 2003. He has published in the

ate and recommend improvements to the curriculum and campus life.

journals Critical Inquiry, Political Theory, Theory & Event and The Nation, among

Schapiro hopes an evaluation similar to the kind prepared for the decennial
reaccreditation process can be completed before the end of the academic year.
Issues emerging at the Mount Hope gathering included faculty retention, grievance procedures and education about diversity.
“The bottom line is that this is a chance … to face problems head on and
to move forward in concrete ways,” he told The Williams Record.
The effort was launched in light of data on student satisfaction at Williams
(and how the data differ by race) as well as a number of incidents in recent
years that, Schapiro says, “show that Williams can do a better job of welcoming
to our community members of historically underrepresented groups.”
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others. He graduated from Wesleyan in 1983 and received a Ph.D. from
University of California, Santa Cruz, in 1991.
The Oakley Center was founded in 1985 and hosts Williams students, faculty
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releases.php?id=778.
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Michael Glier working on
the award-winning Town
Green murals at the
Cambridge City Hall annex.

Inside the Town Green
t’s “one of the premier public art projects in the

with very large thorns, and a myriad of birds, each

Art in America magazine also selected the project

United States for 2004,” says Robert L. Lynch,

screeching its own song.”

for its own Year in Review. And Cambridge City TV

I

president and CEO of Americans for the Arts, of

The project also celebrated the “green” nature

Town Green, an award-winning work by Williams

of the building’s renovation. Originally a 19th cen-

art department chair Michael Glier ’75.

tury schoolhouse, the annex now meets the

Commissioned by the Cambridge (Mass.) Arts
Council to decorate the city hall annex, Town
Green consists of 15 wall murals drawn with

made a video of the work in progress that aired
last spring.
In addition to Town Green (his largest public

American Institute of Architects’ gold standard for

art project to date), Glier has had solo exhibitions

energy efficiency.

in New York’s Museum of Modern Art and the

Glier created Town Green with help from for-

Drawing Center and Boston’s Barbara Krakow

charcoal and painted in acrylic in the building’s

mer students Ellie Carothers ’01, Molly Frost ’02,

Gallery. He was included in the Whitney Biennial

two-story atrium. In addition there are two large

and Miguel Payano ’03. The three, who are now

and shows at the National Gallery of Art in

paintings in public reception rooms on the upper

pursuing careers in art, were “terrific” collabora-

Washington, D.C., and the Dia Art Foundation in

floors. The murals create a garden courtyard of

tors, says Glier. “I’d advised all three on honors

New York. He’s received a Guggenheim Fellowship

outdoor urban scenes—people mowing lawns,

projects, and Molly had worked with me as a sum-

and awards from the National Endowment for the

rowing on the Charles River, taking a coffee

mer studio assistant. I felt fine asking their opinion

Arts. He spent last spring on a painting fellowship

break. “The idea,” Glier says, “was to turn the

on things, and they gave me great advice.”

at the Liguria Study Center in Bogliasco, Italy.

interior into a friendly, park-like setting in which

Installation itself was a challenge. Scheduling

community members can pay their traffic tickets

snafus meant construction and artwork took place

graces the east corner of Porches Inn in North

and complain about their neighbor’s dog.”

side by side. “At one point,” Glier says, “I was up

Adams, Mass. Its main panel features a grackle

The themes reflect the varied missions of the

Glier’s new outdoor tile mural, Travel Light,

painting on scaffold while a jackhammer operator

large enough to be seen from the window of

city agencies that occupy the building. The mural

removed concrete at my feet, a staple gunner lay

MASS MoCA’s Spencer Gallery, across the street.

nearest the public meeting rooms, for example,

flooring a few yards away and a backhoe worked

echoes democracy in action, which Glier says

its way through a hole in the outside wall.”

should be “loud, contentious and beautiful, at

Yet Town Green triumphed in the end. The

—Rob White
To see more of Michael Glier’s artwork, visit

least in concept. In response, I designed …

project was one of 39 chosen from 189 to be fea-

Congregation, which features very large roses,

tured in Americans for the Arts’ Year in Review.

the Marine Biological Laboratories in Woods

can benefit from the synergies between schol-

includes more women and people of color—to

Hole, Mass., and a postdoctoral position at

arship and teaching, Raymond says, adding, “If

elementary and high school science.

Williams in the field of genomics. Through

you’re not a scholar or researcher, you’re not as

summer research labs at the College, the grant

good a teacher,” and vice versa.

also creates a forum for collaboration among

New Faces: In the end, although the public

www.williams.edu/Art/glier/

A Strong Relationship: Williams and
Hughes have collaborated on science education
initiatives since 1991. In addition to this most

students and faculty from Williams,

tends to see scientists as “a little wacky,”

recent grant, Williams has received $2.3 million

Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts, Bennett

Raymond says, she hopes sharing “the fun we

from the institute to fund summer undergradu-

College (a historically black women’s college in

have on a daily basis doing what we do” will

ate research, K-12 outreach, teacher training,

Greensboro, S.C.) and University of Texas at San

alter young students’ and teachers’ points of

summer science and technology camps and

Antonio (which is largely Latino). Like science

view. Student-teachers working in the schools,

equipment purchases.

education at the college level, K-12 programs

she says, will bring a younger face—one that

—Katy Wagner
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The mothers thought they would be
separated from their children for one or
two years. Typically, the separations last
five or 10 years.
Many of these children despair of
ever seeing their mother again. They set
out on their own to find them. With little money, they traverse Mexico on top
of freight trains. It is an epic journey.
They brave armed gangsters, who control the tops of the trains. They must

Photographer unknown

social issues and take myself—and other

struggled to regain control of his class.

elude bandits, who hunt down migrants

people—to places they might not other-

“I’ll take that image to my grave. I didn’t

along the tracks. Corrupt cops all along

wise go.

think I would ever see that in America.”

the way are out to rob and then deport

The invisible worlds.
The journey hasn’t always been com-

children who are raised by parents

the trains when they are moving, to

fortable. It has taken me inside some

addicted to drugs or alcohol. Federal sur-

avoid the police. Often, they fall and the

dark places—some of them near my

veys show at least one in five children

wheels tear them apart. They call the

home in Los Angeles, others thousands of

will spend some part of their youth being

annually in criminal justice costs, health

train El Tren de la Muerte. The Train

“There isn’t enough food.” One in four

raised by a parent who is an alcoholic or

care and social programs.

of Death. The youngest on the trains are

miles away.
In 1994, I journeyed into the world

children at Edgewood comes to class

drug addict. They, too, grow up in a

of Los Angeles classrooms. There are

undernourished. A quarter of all low-

world most people never see.

30 million people—12 million children—

income children in America are anemic.

in America who do not get enough to

Parents, most of them with full-time

In 2002, I explored the world of
immigrant children through one boy

7 years old.
Enrique set out from Tegucigalpa,

For weeks, I tagged along with

named Enrique. Enrique was part of a

Honduras, when he was 16. He had not

3-year-old Tamika Triggs. One day, her

small army of children—48,000 each

seen his mother in 11 years. To retrace

eat. To many, their plight is invisible. But

jobs but poverty wages, talked about

mother, Theodora, took Tamika into the

year—who head north alone, without

Enrique’s journey, I rode the length of

it can be seen quite publicly in places like

choosing between paying for rent or

drenching heat of a clapboard shed.

either parent, from Central America and

Mexico on top of these trains. There was

Edgewood Middle School.

buying food. Children talked about eat-

There, her mother and a friend smoked

Mexico to the United States.

a world unknown to me on top of those

ing once a day, about going to friends’

crack. Theodora slammed heroin into an

heroin that she could think of nothing

Some come to work, others to

trains, one of great cruelty and of

is a long line outside the nurse’s door

houses to play in the hopes they might

arm marbled with track marks. Then,

else. I watched as she was left alone in

escape abusive families; most come to

amazing acts of human kindness.

at the suburban West Covina, Calif.,

be fed.

intent on smoking the last crumbs of

the apartment when her mother went out

reunify with a mother. Their mothers

crack, she gently lowered her sleeping

to score drugs. I saw how she adapted to

faced a choice. They could stay in their

his pocket, a slip of paper with his

By 10 o’clock many mornings there

school. Some children clutch their
Photos by Clarence Williams/Los Angeles Times except where indicated.

them. The children must get on and off

In 1997, I delved into the world of

Teachers like Ernie Sanchez were left

Enrique left Honduras with $57 in

stomachs. Others grasp their heads. In

to pick up the slack. Sanchez spent the

girl onto a mattress moist with urine

living in a world devoid of lasting affec-

country—Honduras, El Salvador or

mother’s phone number and the hope of

this mostly middle-class bedroom com-

first period each morning as a second-

and semen. As her mother inhaled,

tion and friendship. I watched how she

Guatemala—and only feed their children

reaching her in North Carolina some-

munity, these children share a common

grade teacher making cheese sandwiches

Tamika slept, her pink and white sun-

would play patty cake alone, how she

once or twice a day, maybe only a glass

day. Seven times, he was deported by

ailment. They are hungry.

for every student. Once, he brought

dress absorbing the fluids of unknown

had become her own best playmate, how

of sugar water for dinner, and see them

Mexico back to Guatemala. Each time,

apples to his school, where 99 percent of

grown-ups.

she watched the person dearest to her

forced to quit their studies after the

he started again.

One boy came into assistant principal
Amelia Esposito’s office and confessed to

the children qualify for free or reduced-

self-destruct. It is here, in millions of

third grade. Or they could go north,

stealing food from a 7-Eleven store.

price meals. “All these little hands

got love in brief moments, when her

homes, where victimized children grow

leave their children behind, and make

death by six men on top of a train in

“Every night I go to bed hungry,” the

reached out toward me,” says Sanchez,

mother was not zoned out or so con-

up to victimize others—a generational

money to ensure their children had a

southern Mexico. He saved himself by

13-year-old told her, bowing his head.

who—faced with the crush of children—

sumed by her body’s convulsive cry for

cycle that costs taxpayers $200 billion

better future.

hurling himself off the train.
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Like most children of addicts, Tamika

One night he was nearly beaten to
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t h e
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w o r l d s

Eventually people along the tracks,

lemonade. A baker, his hands coated with

In Mexico’s southernmost state,

went to church that day. She kneeled. She

factory someone lent her. She works for

particularly in the state of Veracruz,

flour, throws his extra loaves. A seam-

Chiapas, Olga Sanchez Martinez helps the

prayed. “They say there is a God. Why

free, seven days a week, from dawn until

began to bring food out to the trains,

stress throws bags filled with sandwiches.

many immigrants left deeply wounded by

don’t you cure me? Let me see my children

late at night. She sells donated clothes,

often where they slowed for curves or

A stooped woman, Maria Luisa Mora

the train. Some have lost nearly half their

grow, if only a little bit?” She made a pact:

pork rinds, tacos and bread in front of

bad tracks. Those who had no food

Martin, more than 100 years old, who

bodies. One 20-year-old Salvadoran

Heal me, and I will help others.

the hospital. She begs for money, car to

brought plastic bottles of tap water.

was reduced to eating the bark of her

woman lost both legs and both buttocks.

plantain tree during the Mexican

Olga buys blood and medicine so immi-

public hospital. One year later, she saw a

cines, blood and prostheses. Every day,

be giving food to strangers. Roughly

Revolution, forces her knotted hands to

grants won’t die. At her Shelter of Jesus

13-year-old Salvadoran boy who had lost

she goes to the shelter and cleanses the

43 percent of Mexico’s 100 million

fill bags with tortillas, beans and salsa so

the Good Shepherd she nurses them until

both legs trying to board a train. The hos-

migrants’ stumps and wounds. Slowly,

they can be taken back home. Olga says,

pital pushed the penniless migrant out

they heal. She has treated 1,500 migrants

“No one tells me something can’t be done.

before he was healed. Olga brought the

since the shelter opened.

These are unlikely places for people to

She began visiting patients at a local

car, in traffic lines, all to pay for medi-

Everything can be cured. Nothing is
impossible.”
At the local public hospital, almost all
the wounded migrants tell Olga they
wish the train would have killed them
rather than leave them like this. They
seethe. They curse God. They curse Olga
and push her away. Some try to hang
themselves.
She perches on a corner of their hospital bed, strokes their hair, and tells them
God has spared them for a reason. “If he
wanted, he could have killed you. But he
didn’t. He left your eyes open,” she says.
“God has a plan for you,” she says. “You
will learn to live—in a different way.”
She tells them how she was sick most
He survived by begging, going

people live on $2 or less a day. In rural

her daughter, Soledad Vasquez, 70, can

of her life. How at 18, she temporarily

boy to recuperate at her humble home.

without food, sleeping in tall clumps

areas, 30 percent of children 5 and

run down a rocky slope and heave them

went blind and mute, had boils on her

Three days later, there was another young

lems since she made her pledge in church

of grass by the tracks, clinging to the

younger eat so little that their growth is

onto a train.

arms and spent 38 days in a coma—

Salvadoran at the hospital who had lost

that day.

top of a train for days at a time. After

stunted, and the people who live in humble

“If I have one tortilla, I give half

66 pounds of skin and bones. How a year

both arms. “Don’t feel alone. I will help

122 days and 12,000 miles, he finally

houses along the rails are often the poorest.

away,” one of the food throwers says. “I

later, when she was well enough to work

you,” she told him. She brought him

know God will bring me more.”

at a tortilla factory, a machine tore two

home, too.

Photos by Don Bartletti/Los Angeles Times

made it to his mother on his eighth
attempt.
Along the route in Mexico, wherever

Yet in many places where the train
slows 20 or 30 people stream out of their
homes along the rails and toward the

the trains stopped, the immigrants went,

train. They wave. They smile, they shout

gaunt and dirty, to front doors to beg.

and then throw food.

Occasionally one would fall off a train,
weak with hunger.
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Families throw sweaters, tortillas,
bread and plastic bottles filled with

Another: “I don’t like to feel that I
have eaten and they haven’t.”

fingertips off her left hand. She tells them
she tried to slit her wrists.

Soon, she had 24 migrants at home,

She has never had serious health prob-

“God,” she tells desperate migrants,
“has never left me alone.” ■
Adapted from Sonia Nazario’s ’82

so many she could barely open her front

convocation speech at Williams, Sept. 11.

door. Olga begged money for food, medi-

Her six-part series “Enrique’s Journey,”

you naked, I clothed you. When I saw you

and months left to live. She had two small

cine, wheelchairs and to get migrants

published in the Los Angeles Times in

hungry, I gave you food. That is what God

children who would be left to an alcoholic

home. In 1999, she opened a shelter for

2003, won more than a dozen prizes,

teaches.”

husband. She wasn’t very religious but

injured migrants in a tiny former tortilla

including a Pulitzer.

Still another: “God says, when I saw

Then, a doctor told her she had cancer
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Francis Oakley explains how,
when it comes to governance
and accountability, the
Catholic Church may have
mislaid its own rich history.

The Politics of Oblivion
“IF I WERE PREACHING A HOMILY

future of the church may lie in its will-

instead of trying to make a historical

ingness to pay renewed attention to

Tradition with the Great Schism (1378-

case, I would be strongly tempted to

missing, overlooked or repressed pieces

1417), when competing claimants to

choose as my text the Party slogan

of its own history.

the papal throne held court in both

Photos provided by AP/Wide World Photos unless noted

which George Orwell adduces in his ter-

Both books, Oakley writes, seek to

Oakley begins The Conciliarist

Rome and Avignon. The Council of

rifying novel 1984. Namely, ‘Who con-

“draw out from the historiographic

Constance (1414-18) succeeded in put-

trols the past controls the future; who

shadows and return to the bright lights

ting an end to the crisis, he writes, by

controls the present controls the past.’”

of centre stage the robust if persistently

judging and deposing the rival con-

So begins historian and Williams

underacknowledged tradition of consti-

tenders and by “electing a new pope

President Emeritus Francis Oakley’s

tutionalist thinking and aspiration that

whose legacy came to be universally

assessment of the challenges facing the

for long centuries tugged uneasily at the

accepted.”

Roman Catholic Church today. In his

adamantly monarchical consciousness

two most recent books, The Conciliarist

of that ancient and hallowed institu-

the legitimacy of their decision by legis-

The bishops at Constance supported

Tradition: Constitutionalism in the

tion.” Though rooted in the 15th cen-

lating for the future that “under certain

Catholic Church, 1300-1870, and

tury, his research is particularly

circumstances” a “general council repre-

Governance, Accountability and the

relevant, given questions about account-

senting the entire community of the

Future of the Catholic Church, which he

ability raised by the church’s ongoing

faithful … could exercise a jurisdictional

co-edited with Yale political scientist

sexual abuse scandals.

or governmental authority superior to

Bruce Russett ’56 (and from

[the pope’s],” Oakley

which the Orwell quotation

writes. Moreover, the

comes), Oakley argues that the

By Margaret O’Brien Steinfels

bishops argued that
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The Politics of Oblivion

Pope John Paul II
eignty made bishops accountable only to
the pope—and the pope only to God.
The threat of heresy hung over any

has said, “The church is not a democracy.”
The guidelines were not binding on
bishops, however, and only about half
the U.S. dioceses implemented a sexual

efforts to preserve the idea of a more

abuse policy at the time, according to a

collegial relationship. Eventually, Oakley

2004 report by the conference’s

says, theologians came to join in the

National Review Board for the

“institutional forgetting” of the conciliar

Protection of Children and Young

tradition. Even the reforming efforts of

People. Dioceses that did draft policies

the Second Vatican Council (1963-65),

didn’t always follow them consistently,

which promised greater collegiality and

the report states.

a more communitarian vision of the
church, came up against severe limits.
As one example, although synods of

Furthermore, the regular practice of
sealing agreements with victims and
their lawyers hid the financial conse-

bishops (ecclasiastical advisory councils)

quences of civil settlements, leaving even

were instituted after Vatican II, they

bishops unsure of the number of victims

have fallen short of any true form of

and perpetrators or the financial ramifi-

collaboration, Oakley says. Their agen-

cations of the settlements.

das, he argues, are generally established

To some, the issues surrounding the

by the administrative body of the

2002 revelations appeared to be rooted

Vatican, and their conclusions almost

in a “crisis of fidelity,” as scholar and

always conform to papal formulations.

papal biographer George Weigel—among

Pope John Paul II (far left) denounced
“the grave scandal” of priests
implicated in child sex-abuse cases,
while the public struggled to
understand how steps taken by the
U.S. bishops in the past failed to
banish perpetrators from the church.

FAST-FORWARD TO 2002, WHEN

argued, lies in faithfulness to “the

accusations of past instances of sexual

teaching of Vatican II as authoritatively

abuse by clergy were made public for the

interpreted by Pope John Paul II.”

first time. The initial response in many

church is not a democracy,” which, to

abuse seemed to have been settled in the

scholars such as Weigel and Mary Ann

late 1980s and early 1990s, after a few

Glendon, the Learned Hand Professor of

sensational trials in which priests were

Law at Harvard and president of the

dearly for what he considers to be “a

found guilty and imprisoned.

Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences,

bold exercise in the politics of oblivion.”

the church and for consultation with the

tional limits on the exercise of [papal]

clergy and faithful—not only fell into

prerogatives or serve as a [means] to

disuse but was gradually stripped of any

Catholic Bishops prepared a policy state-

prevent their abuse.”

legitimacy.

ment to encourage greater attention to

At the same time, he argues, the prin-

Meanwhile, religious leaders,
journalists, philanthropists and
scholars, including distinguished
medievalist Marcia Colish (left),
gathered at Yale to discuss the future
of the Catholic Church.

quarters was incredulity, as the issue of

such a council could impose “constitu-

In reconstructing the history and his-

And, as the pope has said: “The

Photo provided by Saint Thomas More Chapel

others—puts it. Genuine reform, he has

In response, the U.S. Conference of

the problem. Guidelines included report-

rules out a failure of leadership or author-

Oakley and Russett’s Governance,

Dozens of prominent scholars, journalists and philanthropists as well as
bishops, priests and women religious

Accountability and the Future of the

gathered in New Haven with the aim of

Catholic Church, a collection of pre-

discussing ways “to help heal and

to matters of governance, the church

sentations made during a three-day

strengthen the church by promoting a
deeper understanding of matters pertain-

ity as the cause of the church’s problems.
Oakley counters that, when it comes

toriography surrounding the Council of

ciples of papal sovereignty and infallibility

ing incidents to civil authorities and,

seems to have mislaid, mistaken or for-

conference at Yale’s Saint Thomas

Constance, Oakley details how this con-

gradually gained ground and were given

with sufficient evidence, relieving the

gotten much of its own rich history,

More Chapel and law school in 2003,

ing to its governance and leadership,

ciliar tradition—with authority for bish-

dogmatic formulation in 1870 at the First

alleged offender “promptly of his minis-

including the vision of Constance.

seems to convey a consensus to that

and to the roles of the laity and clergy,”

ops to participate in the governance of

Vatican Council. This unlimited sover-

terial duties,” the conference stated.

Moreover, he says, the church suffers

effect among conference participants.

write Oakley and Russett, who helped
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Note too that a faithful study of the liberal arts
humanizes character and permits it not to be cruel.
— Ovid, Ex Ponto, II, ix, 47
the implications for the liberal arts

capable—of adapting later to the

are essential to success in many profes-

graduate? Does this trend and a

particular needs of the professions and of

sions and are often worth more to an

tougher job market mean that a liberal

public life, than would a person more

employer than the possession of spe-

arts education is less useful than it used

narrowly trained—at an early age—in

cific technical skills.

to be? What real-life skills, if any, does

specific subjects.”

a liberal arts degree confer upon its

From the point of view of the

Professor Fix often tells this story to
his students: “I once asked the personnel

graduates? Or, as Williams Professor of

prospective employer, a liberal arts

director for a major aerospace company

English Stephen Fix wrote in a response

degree from a selective college still

what kind of student he is most eager to

paper for a panel on the mission of

signals that you are among the most

recruit. ‘I’ll always go for the philosophy

liberal arts colleges at the ACLS confer-

able of your generation and that you

major,’ the personnel director said. ‘They

ence at Williams last November, “If

are more likely to be a person who has

know nothing about aerospace, but they

we, as liberal arts educators, aren’t

broad interests, good analytical skills,

know everything about complexity—and

offering our students specialized or

flexibility, the ability to communicate

that’s what I need.’”

professional training, what exactly are

and the ability to learn. Such attributes

we offering them?”
The classic response to this

In the end, of course, the usefulness
of a liberal arts education is not just
about getting a job. Professor Fix, in

question is that a liberal arts

answer to his own question, “If we,

education develops general

as liberal arts educators, aren’t

intellectual skills—the ability to

offering our students specialized or

think critically, communicate

professional training, what exactly

clearly and pose and test

are we offering them?” gave this

illuminating hypotheses—that can

answer at the conference: “We’re

be applied to any situation. The

offering them the past. The present

liberal arts educator argues that

and future too, of course: the latest

the value of such education lies

economic theory, the cutting-edge

precisely in its emphasis on

technique in genetics and so forth.

breadth over specialization, on

But above all, we are offering the

moral ambitions over practical

past—the story of where human

results, on the development of the

beings have been, what we have

whole person over the honing of

achieved, how we have failed.

specific abilities for a specific slot.

If anything is at the core of our

Explains Fix, “The liberal arts

mission, I’d say that’s it.” ■

claim is that the broadly educated
person will be at least as

Zelda Stern is a free-lance writer

capable—and maybe more

based in Williamstown, Mass.
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by Elizabeth (Larc) Abbot ’80

Just Different, Educationally

backgrounds and with different capabilities, inter-

At my American high school I had clear

ests and aspirations. Representing a nation of

guidelines as to where I stood with respect to my

hough I have lived in Italy for more than

T

individualists, the U.S. education system both

classmates and clear expectations on grading, test

20 years, many aspects of daily life there

reflects and nourishes this individualistic culture.

dates and grading curves that reinforced

me—but not for my teenage sons. They attend an

close-knit relationships, starting with the family, is

meanwhile, are learning to tolerate ambiguity and

Italian public classical studies secondary school

reinforced at school. My sons’ school does not

uncertainty, to be flexible and assess risk.

(liceo classico), located in the center of Rome.

have lockers. Students are divided into six

There they are learning not only the culture of

sections, and each section remains in the same

dents take a final Maturità exam that includes

ancient civilizations—remnants of which lie just

classroom all day with backpacks on the floor

both written and oral sections on the subjects

outside their window—but also the cultural sub-

while teachers rotate, carrying their wares on their

they have covered. The oral exam of the Maturità,

tleties of 21st century Italy.

backs. Although students don’t have a cafeteria or

which takes place in front of a commission of

still contain an element of mystery for

While American friends widen their eyes in dis-

In the Italian system, a culture that values

important aspects of my culture. My children,

At the end of the five years, Italian liceo stu-

lockers to socialize around, they spend five years

teachers, is the culmination of a tradition of oral

belief when they learn that my children each have

with the same classmates following the same pro-

exams throughout the liceo years. As one teacher

one teacher who covers five of their seven sub-

gram of study and forming deep friendships and

explained to me, “Multiple-choice tests do not

jects, no choice in their individual program of

important lifetime connections.

assess the actual preparation of a student, which

study and no lockers, I attempt to suspend judg-

Four hours with one teacher can be inter-

ment on the profound differences in educational

minable in the time frame of my 14-year-old, but

systems and simply observe the process in which

within these long stretches his teacher can exer-

On interrogation day the teacher randomly

a new generation of Italians, including my bi-

cise and teach another important Italian cultural

calls out the names of four or five students to

cultural children, is being formed.

value: flexibility. She can carry an exercise or an

come to the front of the class. Although the stu-

argument to its conclusion, give more time to one

dents know in advance that an interrogation will

once formed the elite classes and remains at the

subject or another as she sees the need and inte-

take place, they do not know when they’ll be

upper end of the educational spectrum. It covers

grate subjects in a multidisciplinary fashion while

called upon. Thus Italian liceo students learn to

the equivalent of ninth to 13th grade. In the first

also allowing breaks to fall naturally, not neces-

think on their feet and express themselves orally,

two years, all students follow the same program

sarily on the hour.

an essential skill for university study where nearly

The public liceo classico, which my sons chose,

of Italian, Greek, Latin, history, geography, math,

In contrast, I remember from my high school

English, religion (optional) and phys ed. Sciences

days that classes started on time and finished on

and philosophy are added in the next three years.

time, even if the teacher or student was mid-

can only be done properly through individual
interrogations.”

all exams are oral, in front of a commission and
for life in this animated and oral society.
Twice per year, students are allowed to back

An Italian mother recently asked me, “Why do

phrase. Most Americans live time in a sequential,

out of an interrogation with no penalty by saying,

American students choose their courses, when the

linear fashion, and school reinforces this cultural

“I am not prepared today.” What stress, I think,

Ministry of Education would know best how to

norm—individual classes of differing lengths,

terrified at the thought of having an interrogation.

put together a coherent, comprehensive pro-

breaks, study halls and lunch all fit into an elabo-

But it doesn’t seem to faze my children. Then

gram?” In her opinion, and that of most Italians,

rate web. When the bell rings, students jump.

again, they are Italian.

one should choose a school with a certain orientation and follow its program.

My sons occasionally arrive in class to find that
an announced test or assignment has been post-

Elizabeth (Larc) Abbot ’80 is writing a book

poned or modified. Teachers expect their students

about cultural learning. Contact her at

in which each high school student follows an indi-

to study the material every day in a cumulative

eabbot2001@yahoo.com to share your experi-

vidualized program of study within an umbrella

fashion and to be prepared at all times, not nec-

ences raising bi-cultural children in the United

structure that encompasses a wide range of

essarily according to clear deadlines.

States or abroad.

The United States is one of the few countries
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